Abstract. The purpose of this study is to improve the efficiency of fault diagnosis and quickly aim fault propagation path. This paper introduces the modeling and reasoning methods of Improved Fault Petri Nets (IFPN) based on existing concept and method of modeling for fault Petri nets. IFPN shows network fault array and has the advantages of fault petri nets. By analyzing the dynamic characteristics of the Improved Fault Petri Nets (IFPN), transition enable rule and firing rule can be defined. In terms of characteristic of fault propagation, the analysis shows improved state equation and algorithm for diagnosis can conveniently and quickly target the path of fault propagation. The paper also introduces applying the algorithm in small network fault, and the results from application can prove the accuracy and practicability of the algorithm. The application can help people to research and explore in network fault diagnosis area.
Introduction
The faults of equipment are various. Some of faults can be detected directly because of obvious behaviors and characteristics. However, equipment faults [1] have characteristics of hierarchy, dissemination, relevance, delay and uncertainty etc. As a result, the diagnoses of problems become difficult. Petri net [2] was proposed by Carl Adam Petri as a generic modeling tools in the early stage. Petri net can describe the relationship between the conditions and events in detail and it has been used in different areas. Faults diagnoses is an important application field of Petri net. According to the concurrency features of faults, a fault Petri net of oriented fault diagnosis can be defined. Fault Petri net shows the diagnostic reasoning method of using state equation and it is easy to realize computer program [3] . A new model of fault Petri net without increasing Petri net tuples is proposed, based on the analysis of problem features [4] . The new model is more convenient to analyze the faults spread. However, some of faults are complicated as there is no simple correspondence between faults and features, especially complicated systems. The solution is dividing network into several sub-network by Petri net and studying the subnet to make network more convenient [5] . Fault Petri net model of diagnoses area is established to avoid the limitation of diagnoses problems described by traditional Petri net [6] . The model expands traditional Petri net and combines with the features of the equipment faults spread [7] .
In order to improve the efficiency of faults diagnoses and find fault propagation path easily and quickly, a kind of improved fault Petri net model and reasoning method [8] adapted to the network based on concept and model of fault Petri net is proposed in the paper according to the previous studies. The method introduces network fault array and combined with the advantages of fault Petri is described. Transition enable rule and firing rule are defined by analyzing the dynamic characteristics of the Improved Fault Petri Nets (IFPN). Finally, small-scale network fault with example is analyzed to verify the correctness of the algorithm and practicality.
Improved fault Petri nets model
Fault Petri Nets [9] (FPN) is based on the analysis of the fault propagation characteristic. In order to adapt to the fault evolution of equipment and propagation characteristics, fault petri nets is a new type of petri net which is achieved by redefining the traditional petri net. Directed network means fault propagation process. Transition firing is no longer the flow of resources, but it is the fault information of reproduction or derivatives. Fault propagation will not have conflict and collision problems. Propagate process is certain. Abnormal information can be used in multiple transitions, or overlapped, which shows level of severity in fault.
Improved Fault Petri Nets (IFPN) can be defined as follows: a nine tuple:
S: (S, T; F) is a network, S= {S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , … S n } is a finite non empty set of places. "S" expresses the states of system. If " s S   ", "
S is an initial place, which is used to represent the primary abnormal state of the system, such as network port damage, routers do not work, etc. If
S is a target place, which is used to represent the final state of the system, that is, the system fault. T: T= {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , … T m } is a finite non empty set of transitions. "T" expresses production process of fault events in the system. It reflects the fault propagation phase between the replacements.
Place set and transition set should meet:
That is, at least a place and transition, and the places and transitions are different types of elements.
F: "F" is a set of network flow relation. It reflects the information flow of the network structure. (1) is the domain of "F", and formula (2) A: "A" is the incidence matrix of improved fault petri nets. A= [c αβ ], c αβ =W (t β , s α ). W (t β , s α ) is weight coefficient of directed arc of transition t β to place s α .
B: "B" is ignition transition sequence at k time. It is an m × 1 column matrix consisting of 1, 0.
The application research of IFPN

dynamic characteristics
The token of IFPN based on transition enable rule and ignite rule has been happened in the place. This process describes the dynamic activity of Petri nets, and it also shows the emergence and evolution of fault information in the system. Transition enabled rule. Under the current marking M, transition T β is enabled, only when: (3) is the condition that transition enable occur. Transition firing rule. At the moment "i", transition T β under the marking M i is enabled, and this transition can fire. When transition T β ignited, we can get the new identity and compute according to the following formula:
M i (s α ) is marking of transition s α at the moment "i", and T β (i) had fired of transition T β at the moment "i". We know that the front fault will not disappear after fault event occurrence, so it conforms to the nature of the fault propagation unlike traditional Petri nets.
diagnosis reasoning of IFPN
In traditional Petri net, incidence matrix is described the basic structure of Petri net. However, in IFPN, it is used to describe the process of fault propagation and the relationship between fault events.
Traditional Petri net defining incidence matrix can use a matrix 
After transition firing, no matter any mark, any place token value can only be 0 or 1 in this state equation.
diagnosis algorithm of IFPN
In IFPN, initial marking of input place may be indicated as a sign of fault. If the fault symptoms appear, the input place contains a token, otherwise the place is empty. Final marking of the solution can be achieved through the IFPN reachability and state equation. Algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: According to the instance equipment system fault, then we can establish the corresponding Petri net model to analyze.
Step 2: according to the instance, we can get starting place and object place collection of IFPN.
Step 3: if initial marking "M 0 " of IFPN was confirmed, we can find out the incidence matrix "A".
Step 4: The current marking "M" gets transition firing sequence according to transition enabled rules .If T α can fire, it will go to step 5, otherwise to step 7.
Step 5: when t=i, transition T α fired, new marking M i+1 will get according to transition firing rule or state equation.
Step 6: set t = t + 1, go to step 4.
Step 7: the final marking is a result of the system state. This marking will determine whether the target place include token. If it has, fault happened, otherwise will not occur.
According to the first element of H value of object place, we can reverse track to find the main path. The first element is 0 (Not be viewed) or mark "s" of place s S  . The second element is the corresponding value of M (Si), if M(Si)=1 (labeled), M(Si)=0 (not labeled). H(S i )=[S i , M(S i )], it said that place S i has been viewed and labeled. The factors on the path are place of the path, which is the main factor of the network fault.
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